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Stabilization of PbS Nanocrystals by Bovine Serum Albumin in its Native and Denatured States By Mandeep Singh Bakshi,* Pankaj Thakur, Gurinder Kaur, Harpreet Kaur, Tarlok Singh Banipal, Fred Possmayer, and Nils O. Petersen* delivery, biological labeling, and others.[1] Construction of a suitable bioconjugate PbS nanocrystals (NCs) are synthesized in aqueous phase within a temperature nanomaterial for a specific application range of 40–80 8C in the presence of native and denatured states of bovine requires appropriate synergism between serum albumen (BSA) as the capping/stabilizing agent. The NCs are the biological molecules and the nanoparcharacterized with the help of field-emission scanning electron microscopy, ticle surface at the nanoscale level.[1f,2] Lead high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and sulfide (PbS) is an important semiconducting material with a narrow band gap energy energy-dispersive X-ray analysis. At 40 8C, large ball-shaped NCs (145  37 nm) 4 1 and a large Bohr radius of 18 nm. Several with small surface protrusions are formed when 1  10 g mL BSA is used. studies have reported various shape conAs the reaction temperature is increased towards 80 8C, the size of NCs trolled morphologies of PbS nanocrystals decreases and they acquire somewhat cubic geometries (49.1  7.0 nm) due to (NCs).[3] Surfactant-assisted hydrothermal a change in the capping behavior of BSA between its native and denatured methods have primarily been employed for such synthesis. An appropriate use of such states. The native and denatured states of BSA are simultaneously studied by NCs for biological labeling requires the fluorescence spectroscopy using tryptophan emission, and pH measurements coating of biological receptor molecules on with respect to time and temperature. Gel electrophoresis is used to determine the NC surface. This can be accomplished the polarity of the BSA capped NCs. Only the small sized NCs conjugated with if the synthesis is carried out in the relatively larger amounts of BSA show a displacement towards the positively presence of appropriate biomolecules charged electrode in comparison to larger NCs with lower amounts of BSA which have a strong affinity for the NC surface. With surfactant assisted synthesis, capping. It was concluded that the denatured state of BSA is more effective in surfactants are best suited for charge and controlling the crystal growth of PbS than its native state especially in the low steric-stabilizations to attain colloidal staconcentration range. bility. The same stability can also be achieved when, instead of surfactants, amphiphillic biomolecules are used for the synthesis of 1. Introduction bioconjugate nanomaterials.[1f,2] The main advantage of this method is that the NCs thus obtained at the end of the reaction Bioconjugate semiconducting nanomaterials comprise a highly can directly be used for specific bioactive functionalities. important class of materials which can serve in diverse There are other issues which need to be addressed such as the biomedical applications such as luminescence tagging, drug native or denatured state of the biomolecules, for example, proteins. What would be the fate of a protein if it were used as a receptor molecule on a synthesized bioconjugate nanomaterial, [*] Dr. M. S. Bakshi and would it be possible to preserve its functionalities? These Department of Chemistry, Acadia University 6 University Ave., Elliot Hall, Wolfville, NS B4P 2R6 (Canada) questions can be answered if one synthesizes such materials in E-mail: [email protected] the presence of the native and denatured states of a protein. To Prof. N. O. Petersen address this issue we have undertaken a study in which we took National Institute for Nanotechnology, Edmonton, AL, (Canada) bovine serum albumen (BSA) a low molecular weight, water E-mail: [email protected] soluble, and highly important carrier protein as a capping/ P. Thakur, H. Kaur, Prof. T. S. Banipal stabilizing agent to synthesize BSA-PbS bioconjugate nanomaDepartment of Applied Chemistry, Guru Nanak Dev University terials. Amritsar, 143005 (India) BSA, an important blood protein with a molecular weight of Dr. G. Kaur Nanotechnology Research Lab., College of North Atlantic 66 500 Da, is composed of 580 amino acid residues.[4] BSA is a Labrador City, NL A2V 2K7 (Canada) versatile carrier protein with wide hydrophobic, hydrophilic, Prof. F. Possmayer anionic, and cationic properties. The overall shape of BSA is Department of Biochemistry, University of Western Ontario oblate and it contains three domains, I, II, and III, which are 339 Windermere Rd, London, ON N6A 5A5 (Canada) stabilized by an internal network of disulfide bonds. BSA has previously been used as a capping/stabilizing agent for the DOI: 10.1002/adfm.200801212
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synthesis of various noble metal and semiconductor nanomaterials.[4a,b,5] This protein is weakly reducing and can act as a shape directing agent to promote anisotropic growth.[4a] A number of studies have reported the heat induced denaturation of BSA.[6] BSA remains stable up to 40 8C; between 40–50 8C, the conformational changes of BSA are reversible, while unfolding of a-helices is irreversible up to 60 8C. Above approximately 60 8C, unfolding of BSA progresses and baggregation begins. Beyond 70 8C, gel formation takes place. The overall denaturation temperature is usually reported to be close to 60 8C depending on different methodologies and detection techniques. In the present study, we have used BSA as a capping as well as a stabilizing agent for the synthesis of PbS NCs. The reactions were carried out in aqueous phase at different temperatures from 40–80 8C. Since heat induces drastic conformational changes in the overall morphology of BSA the capping/stabilizing ability should also vary accordingly. We expected a drastic change in the morphology of PbS NC as we conducted the reaction in the temperature range of 40–80 8C due to collapse of the short segment chains connecting BSA a-helical segments around 60 8C, and a change in the tertiary structure of BSA by intermolecular b-sheet formation above 60 8C. This allowed us to examine differences between the capping ability of the native and denatured states of BSA on the synthesis of PbS NCs. This report is the first of its kind in this direction and the results will help us to understand the complex capping behavior of similar proteins in order to design and synthesize different bio-nanomaterials.



Figure 1. a) FESEM of PbS NCs prepared with BSA ¼ 1  104 g mL1 at 40 8C. b) A close up image showing surface petrustions of approximately 25 nm in size. Size distribution histogram of NCs shown in (a0 ) and (a00 ) represents the XRD patterns of same sample. c) FESEM image of PbS NCs entangled with denatured protein thread at 60 8C. d) A close up image shows that the NCs are completely enveloped by denatured protein. c0 ) Size distribution histogram of NCs of (c). e) FESEM of PbS NCs prepared at 80 8C. Note the interconnected NCs with smooth surfaces. e0 ) Size distribution histogram of NCs and e00 ) their corresponding XRD patterns.



2. Results and Discussion Figure 1 shows various micrographs of PbS NCs synthesized at 40, 60, and 80 8C in the presence of 1  104 g mL1 of BSA. Figure 1a shows a number of individual spherical PbS NCs of 145  37 nm (Fig. 1a0 ) with rough surfaces. A closer inspection reveals that the surface of each NC is covered by protrusions of roughly 25 nm (Fig. 1b). The spherical NCs appear to be monodispersed but to have a slight tendency to clump. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of these PbS NCs are shown in Figure 1a00 . All peaks are very prominent and are consistent with the cubic rock salt structure of crystalline PbS. The intensity of the (200) peak is much higher than that of (111), which suggests a higher growth rate on {100} facets in comparison to {111}. At 60 8C (Fig. 1c), the morphology of NCs, although a bit less regular, remains more or less the same (shown by the filled arrow), but the size decreases to 83.5  20 nm (Fig. 1c0 ). The NCs also appear to
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be entangled with denatured protein threads (indicated by the empty arrow). It appears that some of the denatured protein has completely enveloped the NCs as evidenced from the magnified image in Figure 1d. At 80 8C (Fig. 1e), the NCs acquire more nearly spherical shapes but prefer to exist in a fused state (Fig. 1f) and their size further decreases to 49.1  7.0 nm (Fig. 1e0 ). Interestingly, the intensity of the (200) peak has risen significantly (Fig. 1e00 ) in comparison to rest of the peaks suggesting a markedly increased growth at {100} crystal planes from 40 to 80 8C. As we increase the amount of BSA ¼ 5  104 g mL1 with each reaction, instead of large spherical NCs, groups of dendritic type NCs are formed at 40 8C (Fig. 2a) with a fine crystalline nature (Fig. 2a0 ). At 60 8C, they are attached to a background film of denatured BSA indicated by the empty arrow (Fig. 2b). A further increase in the temperature to 80 8C almost completely eliminates the dendritic nature of the NCs and they acquire rather
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smooth morphologies (Fig. 2c), again apparently because of the predominant growth at {100} crystal planes (Fig. 2c0 ). A similar sequence of morphological changes was demonstrated by the NCs when BSA ¼ 10  104 g ml1 is used (Fig. 3a–c). However, here a reaction temperature of 80 8C produced fine fused double or triple cubic NCs (Fig. 3c) of 27.6  6.6 nm (Fig. 3c0 ), which were not observed with any of the previous cases. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) imaging suggests the presence of a protein shell around each NC (indicated by the empty arrow in Fig. 3d). The NCs are crystalline with predominant growth at {100} crystal planes (Fig. 3c00 ) and lattice-resolved imaging (Fig. 3d) clearly indicates the presence of {100} crystal planes with lattice spacing 3 A˚. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis confirms the presence of Pb and S (Fig. 3e). The protein coating can be further identified with the help of high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging (Fig. 4). Figure 4a shows the bright field while the Figure 4b shows the dark field image of the same sample with bright spots as small PbS NCs, identified by the corresponding EDX spectrum (Fig. 4c). Such a thick coating is probably due to the use of 10  104 g mL1 of BSA as the capping/stabilizing agent for this sample. Performing the reactions at fixed pH ¼ 7 provided essentially similar results. Some of the TEM images from these samples were compared with those synthesized in pure water in the presence of 5  104 g mL1 BSA (Figs. 2 and 3). Figure 2c and d show field-
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Figure 2. a–c) FESEM images of PbS NCs prepared at 40 8C, 60 8C, and 80 8C, respectively, with BSA ¼ 5  104 g mL1. a0 and c0 ) XRD patterns of samples (a) and (c). d) TEM image of the same sample prepared at pH ¼ 7.



emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and TEM images of two different samples prepared in pure water and at pH ¼ 7, respectively, under identical conditions. Similar morphologies were obtained in both cases. Similarly, Figure 3c and f represent FESEM and TEM images, respectively, of another two samples prepared under identical conditions in the presence of 10  104 g mL1 BSA. Here too identical morphologies on inter connected PbS NCs are evident from the TEM image. Thus, the pH effect is considered to be minimal because BSA in the presence of salts seems to have a buffering effect. UV-Vis measurements were used to further investigate these results. Figure 5a and b illustrates the profiles of NCs of Figure 1e (1  104 g ml1 of BSA, 80 8C) and Figure 3c (10  104 g mL1 of BSA, 80 8C), respectively, with respect to time from 30 min to 48 hrs. One can observe a clear absorbance shift with a broad maximum in the former case, while this is no longer so in the latter case. It is expected that the fused NCs in Figure 1e would evolve from the larger monodisperse ones as seen in Figure 1a within 48 h. A similar transition is, however, not observed for the NCs of Figure 3c even though their size is comparable to NCs of Figure 1e. The evolution of a relatively broad peak at higher wavelength (Fig. 5a) of the NCs in Figure 1e further supports their self-associating nature in comparison to those of Figure 3c. This indicates that in both the cases, the NCs have ultimately attained smaller morphologies even though the difference in the amount of BSA used is ten-fold. It is known that some of the molecular regions of BSA become accessible to new intermolecular interactions due to conformational changes through disulfide and non-covalent interactions as the temperature of aqueous BSA solutions increases above room temperature.[6a,7] In addition, BSA has two tryptophans embedded in two different domains.[8] Try-314 is located close to the protein surface but is buried in a hydrophobic pocket of domain I, while Try-214 is located in an internal part of domain II. Our results show that tryptophan emission decreases both with respect to time (Fig. 5c) as well as temperature (Fig. 5d) due to denaturation of the protein. The emission becomes almost negligible within 5 hours of reaction time (see inset in Fig. 5c), apparently due to a rapid increase in fluorescence quenching and a decrease in quantum yield with the increase in temperature as tryptophan residues become exposed to aqueous solvent.[9] The influence of denaturation of the protein on its capping ability is clearly visible in Figure 5a because 1  104 g mL1 is barely sufficient to effectively control the PbS crystal growth during the start of the reaction to attain smaller morphologies. But at later stages the denatured state of BSA provided more effective capping and consequently led to much smaller geometries. On the other hand, the use of 10  104 g mL1 BSA is fully capable of controlling the crystal growth even at the beginning of the reaction and hence the peak shift is observed early in Figure 5b. To understand how 10  104 g mL1 BSA controls the crystal growth in the latter case, we carried out a protein assay by employing the Bradford method to determine the amount of BSA bound to NCs during the growth of the NCs of Figure 3c.[10] Equivalent aliquots were drawn from the reaction mixtures at fixed intervals of time and then each sample was used to determine the amount of BSA associated with the isolated NCs (see Experimental Section). Figure 5e shows a plot of the BSA bound by capping with respect to time. There is a sharp increase in the amount of BSA trapped by capping during the initial
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Figure 3. a–c) FESEM images of PbS NCs synthesized at 40 8C, 60 8C, and 80 8C, respectively, with BSA ¼ 10  104 g mL1. b0 and c00 ) XRD patterns of NCs of sample (b) and (c). c0 ) The size distribution histogram of (c). d) HRTEM of single NCs capped with a thick protein layer indicated by an empty arrow. e) EDX of NC shown in (d). Note the clear emissions due to Pb and S. f) TEM image of the same sample prepared at pH ¼ 7.



10 hours of reaction time which subsequently tends to become constant for up to 48 hours. The initial increase in the BSA bound is complementary to the decrease in the tryptophan emission (Fig. 5c, inset) which suggests the denaturation of the protein proceeds with and presumably facilitates the capping mechanism of PbS NCs. Gel electrophoresis assists in determining the polarity of BSA capped PbS NCs. Figure 6a shows the displacement of NCs with some of the samples. Samples F.3c (Fig. 3c) and F.2b (Fig. 2b) show a displacement towards the positively charged electrode under the applied potential suggesting that the surface of BSA capped NCs is predominantly negatively charged. The displacement of sample F.3c can readily be understood from its small size as well as relatively less self-associated nature (Fig. 3c), while that of F.2b cannot be properly understood on these grounds. One possible explanation could be an appropriate denaturation temperature (i.e., 6 8C) which might deposit
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relatively greater amounts of BSA on the PbS NC surface. The amount of protein bound evaluated from the Bradford method is listed below each well in Figure 6a. Interestingly, samples F.3c and F.2b show maximum amounts of protein bound among all of the samples. We have further evaluated these results by measuring the pH of BSA þ water, BSA þ aqueous acetic acid, and BSA þ all of the reaction components, with respect to temperature (Fig. 6b and c, Scheme 1). With different amounts of BSA in pure water the pH initially decreased slightly up to 40 8C from a value close to 7, but then it started increasing up to 80 8C, where it slightly exceeded a pH of 7. Thus the overall pH varied about half a unit within 20– 90 8C for a range of 1–10  104 g mL1 of BSA. A clear minimum was observed in each case which indicated the onset of denaturation temperature around 40 8C, beyond which it is was not very sensitive to different conformational changes. On the contrary, in aqueous acetic acid medium (Fig. 6c), the overall
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Figure 4. a and b) Bright field and dark field (HADAF) HRTEM images. The respective dark and bright spots in left and right panels represent to small PbS NCs surrounded by a layer of protein coating. c) EDX spectrum further confirms the PbS NCs.



Figure 5. UV–Vis spectra of PbS NCs of colloidal suspensions of samples Figure 1e (a) and Figure 4c (b) with respect to time, i.e., 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 4 h, 16 h, and 48 h (from bottom to top scan). Tryptophan emission spectra with respect to time (c) and temperature (d) for a reaction solution containing BSA ¼ 5  104 g mL1. e) Plot of the amounts of BSA bound to NCs with respect to reaction time. Inset in (c) shows a variation of lmax with time. See text for details.
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Figure 6. a) Gel electrophoresis of some of the PbS NCs suspensions. The symbols above each of the gel well represent the corresponding FESEM figure of NCs. (b) and (c) demonstrate the pH versus temperature profiles of aqueous BSA and BSA in different media, respectively. See the text for details.



trend is reversed with little initial variation in pH but the values show a continuous fall starting around 40–50 8C, again possibly due to the onset of denaturation. Interestingly, the pH profile of an actual reaction mixture with all components remains identical to that of corresponding BSA þ acetic acid, with the exception that the values (pH  5) are higher than the previous case, presumably due to salt buffering. In acidic medium (pH  5), amino acids exposed to aqueous phase become protonated, thereby acquire a zwitterionic character. This will allow BSA to have an extended form which would have a greater impact on its capping ability than its globular form.[11] In addition, thermal denaturation of BSA brings most of the changes in the ß-sheet structure of BSA around 60 8C and that brings a drastic change from globular to fibrous nature of BSA.[6a,d] The zwitterionic nature of surface amino acids would further facilitate their interfacial adsorption on the NC surface driven by short range electrostatic interactions. The ammonium groups just like that of quaternary ammonium surfactants show favorable interactions in comparison to acidic groups, thus water exposed acidic groups of BSA might provide predominantly negatively charged to BSA capped NCs.[3f ] Thus, all of the results indicate that there is a significant difference between the capping ability of BSA at 40 and 80 8C regarding the shape and structure of PbS NCs. These are summarized in Scheme 2. The NCs are either large and spherical (BSA ¼ 1  104 g mL1) or dendritic shaped (BSA > 1  104 g mL1) at 40 8C. But the NCs ultimately attain much smaller cubic shapes at 80 8C. Such a significant change in the shape of the NCs is clearly evident from XRD analysis. A comparison between the XRD patterns of Figure 1a00 with e00 , and that of Figure 3b0 with c00 , indicates a clear shift in the
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Therefore, during the transition at 60 8C, the predominant growth will give dendritic geometries (Scheme 1). The current studies demonstrate that PbS NCs with distinct morphology can readily be generated using BSA as a reducing agent. Depending on the conditions, the NCs can be coated with BSA to varying extents. Such NCs have potential utility in biological applications including contrast agents for enhanced imaging, with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and X-ray analysis. Furthermore, NCs have proven useful for targeted drug delivery and molecular diagnostics.[12] Such applicability will obviously be subject to biocompatibility, in particular given the toxic nature of Pb.[13] Superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs can be coated with a number of biocompatible substances, including complex sugars such as dextran and starch and by various polyvinyl alcohols. Such coated NCs are not toxic to brain cells in culture nor do they appear to trigger an inflammatory response,[14] and they are tolerated well by animals. Other studies have demonstrated that the toxic effects of certain NCs can be gainfully exploited. Therapeutic drugs which distribute to throughout the body will have poor treatment potential. Directing such drugs to specifically defined sites has theoretical and practical significance. Blood bound particles tend to be taken up by phagocytic macrophages, including hepatic von Kupfer cells. A number of chemical modifications to proteins or other chemicals coating these particles reduces macrophage uptake. Increasing the surface positive charge tends to assist such discrimination. Finally, including specific recognition molecules, for example targeted to receptors that are taken up by clathrincoated or caveolar uptake mechanisms, can be used to direct toxic substances to cancer cells, leucocytes, and to transport across the blood-brain barrier.[15] These previous studies provide rationale for the present investigations. Scheme 1. Schematic representation of a proposed reaction.



crystal growth from {111} crystal planes to {100}. The {111} crystal planes possess the highest atomic density for any fcc crystal geometry (Scheme 2b). This will provide maximum charge on {111} planes, thereby making them more vulnerable to interaction with charged species. At 40 8C, a relatively less of the surface amino acids of BSA globular form will acquire zwitterionic character in comparison to those of fibrous form at 80 8C (Scheme 2c) and hence may not able to completely cap the {111} planes at 40 8C; this might result in the spherical geometry of PbS NCs. However, unfolded protonated amino acids at 80 8C are expected to be in a better position to effectively interact with {111} crystal planes and hence this would effectively reduce the nucleation on these planes. Such a situation would obviously shift the crystal growth from highest atomic density {111} planes to low atomic density {100} crystal planes at 80 8C as evident from Figures 1e00 and 3c00 . This is because the low atomic density {100} crystal planes are expected to be poorly capped by protein due to weak electrostatic interactions. Therefore, a predominant growth at {100} planes at 80 8C will convert the roughly spherical shaped NCs at 40 8C into first dendritic shaped at 60 8C, and then ultimately cubic geometry bound with {100} planes at 80 8C. The appearance of a dendritic shape is thought to be an intermediate shape between the spheres and cubes, and the crystal growth seems to proceed from {111} to {100} via {110} planes at 60 8C.
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3. Conclusions The native and denatured states of BSA have been used in the synthesis of PbS NCs to design bio-nanomaterials whose shape and structure depend on the nature of protein biomacromolecules. Due to the water soluble nature of BSA, it acts as a capping as well as stabilizing agent for colloidal PbS NCs, while thermal denaturation of BSA effectively alters this property. A significant dependence of NC morphology on the native to denatured states of BSA has been observed where latter state proves to be quite effective in controlling the NC size. This process has been studied by carrying out the reaction at different temperatures in the range of 40–80 8C. At 40 8C, large spherical PbS NCs are obtained; their size decrease as temperature is increased to 80 8C. This effect is more prominent when small amounts of BSA (1  104 g mL1) are used, but becomes less significant as the amount of BSA is increased above this. With larger amounts of BSA, smaller PbS NCs are always formed and these are entangled with threads of denatured BSA, especially at 60 8C, the temperature where denaturation of the protein initiates. Between 60–80 8C, the protein is already in a denatured state, although the degree of unfolded form increases as the temperature approaches towards 80 8C. The unfolded denatured protein proved to be a better capping agent in comparison to globular folded form possibly due to easier access of the zwitterionic amino acids to the
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NC surface. This is a first report which clearly indicates that crystal growth depends on the native as opposed to the denatured state of proteins and helps to understand the complex capping behavior of proteins during the fabrication of shape controlled bioconjugate nanomaterials.
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Scheme 2. A flow diagram showing a change in the morphology of PbS nanocrystals with respect to temperature.



UV-Vis and Fluorescence Measurements: UV-Vis measurements of dilute colloidal PbS NC suspensions were carried out using a Shimadzu 4500 spectrophotometer in the wavelength range of 200–900 nm to determine the shape dependent absorbances. Interaction between BSA and PbS NCs with respect to the reaction time as well as temperature was measured by using a Hitachi Spectrophotometer F-2500. When excited at 295 nm, tryptophan residue emission around 340 nm helps to evaluate such interactions that change with respect to reaction time as well as temperature due to a change in the native to denatured states of BSA. Gel Electrophoresis: The polarity of the BSA-capped NCs was determined by gel electrophoresis by using tris-HCl buffer as a gel running medium with pH ¼ 7. For this purpose, 1% aqueous agarose solution was first brought to the boil in a microwave and left in the gel plate to harden. Then, 20 ml of colloidal PbS aqueous suspension was loaded in the gel wells and a direct voltage of 90 V was applied for 30 minutes to monitor the movement of NCs. No staining agent was used because the PbS NC suspension in each case was colored black. Protein Assay: The total protein content of the BSA-nanoparticle conjugate suspensions was determined by the Bradford method [10]. First of all, standard BSA (reference) solutions of concentrations 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mg mL1 were prepared in 100-mL pure water. 10 mL of each of these solutions was taken in triplicate in different wells of a UV plate. The purified BSA-PbS conjugate suspensions were also placed in the same plate in another series of wells in duplicate. Extra care was taken not to lose sample during the assay procedure. 20 ml of pure water and 170 ml of the Bradford reagent were mixed in all the wells so as to achieve a total volume of 200 ml. The absorbance of each solution was measured and from the absorbance values the amount of BSA conjugated to PbS NCs in each sample was determined.
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4. Experimental Materials: Lead acetate, thioacetamide, acetic acid, and bovine serum albumin (BSA), all 99% or better, were purchased from Aldrich. Water was used after purification through double distillation. Preparation of PbS Nanoparticles: In a typical procedure, 10 mL of aqueous BSA (1, 5, and 10  104 g mL1) was taken in a round bottom glass flask. Under constant stirring, 1 mL of 0.5 M aqueous acetic acid was added. This was followed by the addition of 0.5 mL of 0.1 M aqueous lead acetate and 0.5 mL of aqueous 0.1 M thioacetamide. After mixing all the components at room temperature, the reaction mixture was kept in a water thermostated bath (Julabo F 25) under precise temperature control for 48 hours under static conditions. In the presence but not the absence of BSA, the color of the solution changed from colorless to dull yellow, then to a pinkish black, and finally it attained a black color within 16 hours and remained the same till 48 hours. A schematic representation (Scheme 2) explains the complete reaction. The colloidal black solution thus obtained indicated the presence of PbS NCs. The colloidal PbS NCs were collected by centrifuging at 10 000 rpm for 5 minutes and washing 2–3 times with distilled water. Similar reactions were carried out at pH 7 using phosphate buffer. The overall reaction observations were essentially similar to those observed in the above case. The reaction color immediately changed from colorless to light yellow. Within fifteen minutes it turned brown black and then predominantly black in 2 hours. It remained so up to 48 hours. Methods: FESEM, TEM, and XRD Measurements: The characterization of PbS NCs was carried out by using a Hitachi S-4800 FESEM. A diluted suspension of each sample was placed on a piece of silicon wafer and dried in air. It was then coated with 4-nm chromium film (Gatan-PECs-682 ion beam sputtering) and observed at an accelerating voltage of 5 KV. Lowresolution TEM images were obtained by using a Phillips CM 10 TEM operating at 100 KV; HRTEM and HAADF images were determined by using a CM 20 model. The diffraction and energy EDX analysis were also performed with the same instrument. The XRD patterns were characterized by using Bruker-AXS D8-GADDS with Tsec ¼ 480.
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